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Africa is naturally endowed for agricultural excellence

60%

70%

of Africans are under the
age of 25

of the population is
involved in agriculture
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By 2030, Africa will have 17
cities with more than 5
million people

80%
of food produced in Africa
is produced by smallholder
farmers

60%

of the world’s arable land
is in Africa

Sources: Brookings Insitute, Hoover Insitute

2.5
Billion people will live in
Africa by 2050

Africa’s agribusiness sector should be the driver of economic growth

According to the Africa Agriculture
Status Report 2019, published by the
Alliance for a Green Revolution in
Africa (AGRA), the African private
sector handles 80% of the food
consumed on the Continent.
Referred to as the “hidden middle,”
these companies are the drivers of
growth and innovation, providing
inputs, logistics, processing, and
distribution of critical food and cash
crops, livestock and all other
support services.

https://agra.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/AASR2019-The-Hidden-Middleweb.pdf

80% of Africa’s food consumption
is marketed and handled mostly
through private operators
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There are at least
active
agricultural solutions leveraging
innovation and technology in Africa

https://cgspace.cgiar.org/bitstream/handle/10568/101498/CTA-Digitalisation-report.pdf

However, African agrifood entrepreneurs face numerous challenges which
prevent their businesses from scaling

Poor
Networks
and Support
Systems

Lack of
Funding
Poor links to
Markets
Many agrifood entrepreneurs struggle for
survival in very difficult and often hostile
environments.

Weak
brands

ENTREPRENEUR

Unfavorable
policies
Limited
access to
Data

Difficulty
finding
Talent

Inefficient
Business
Models

They face challenges developing and
implementing
demand-driven
and
sustainable business models, finding and
retaining
talent,
raising
appropriate
financing, building strong brands, and
shaping their ecosystems.

These challenges are further exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic

The emerging situation with the COVID-19 pandemic calls for urgent responses
Urgent responses
are required to support agrifood entrepreneurs

▪ Lockdowns have made it difficult for farmers and
processors to access inputs and raw materials for
production

▪ Inability to access markets on time has resulted in
increased food waste on farms and during transport

▪ Social distancing has resulted in limited labour
supply to carry out major field operations including
farm production and extension services

▪ Border closures have hindered movement of

•

Access to information and resources to stay
abreast of opportunities in the landscape

•

Knowledge tools to build capacity and
develop new plans and business models

•

Financing to enable recovery and growth
beyond the pandemic

•

Ecosystem support to provide mentoring,
motivation and counsel

processed food products

▪ Little or no sales have resulted in the need to lay off
employees

▪ Ongoing loan repayments

Nourishing Africa; nourishingafrica.com is positioned to support entrepreneurs
in building resilience and emerging stronger post COVID-19

Nourishing Africa is a one-stop hub for entrepreneurs in the
agriculture and food landscapes leveraging innovative
channels to help entrepreneurs scale their businesses:
•

The Hub: Nourishing Africa provides critical links to funding,
data, learning resources, events, technology, talents, inputs
and other resources that entrepreneurs need to scale their
businesses.

•

Membership Portal: Nourishing Africa is an online community
for entrepreneurs where they can access tailored
opportunities, connect with each other and other
stakeholders, and share experiences toward facilitating peer
learning and build partnerships.

•

Knowledge and capacity building: Nourishing Africa
facilitates strategic online and offline convenings and
trainings for agrifood entrepreneurs across Africa, partnering
with local organizations to deliver relevant content in the
entrepreneurs’ communities and areas of focus.

Agri & Food
Entrepreneurs
Food and
Culture

Nourishing
Africa

Knowledge

Funding

Jobs

Events
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Nourishing Africa: Mission & Vision

Our Mission: To attract, empower, equip,
connect and celebrate over 1 Million
dynamic and innovative young
entrepreneurs who are driving the profitable
and sustainable growth of the African
agriculture and food landscapes.

Our Vision: A flourishing, sustainable, and just
food ecosystem, which leverages agtech
and digital innovations, driven by Africa’s
vibrant entrepreneurs to ensure that the
Continent nourishes itself and becomes a
net exporter of food by 2050
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Our response to COVID-19
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We have created a COVID–19 page on the Nourishing Africa hub
We have included a ‘COVID-19’ page on the Nourishing
Africa hub dedicated to:
• Sharing insights and experiences received directly from
entrepreneurs across Africa; critical to understanding
how their businesses are affected and the support they
need

• Showcasing programs, initiatives and opportunities from
different stakeholders that entrepreneurs can leverage in
this period
• Providing easy access to opinions, news, articles, and
research data to help entrepreneurs make informed
decision in this period
• Showcasing toolkits and learning resources such as
webinars, online courses, etc. that entrepreneurs can
utilize for capacity development
https://nourishingafrica.com/covid-19/

We have shifted focus from physical convenings to virtual learning sessions

We continue to partner and source relevant funding opportunities for entrepreneurs

➢ Nourishing Africa showcases funding
opportunities in the food and agriculture
sector across Africa
➢ We have also continued to seek
partnerships to create tailored funding
support for agrifood businesses severely
affected by the pandemic.
➢ We actively encourage our community
of entrepreneurs to apply for available
opportunities via our social media
platforms, targeted mails and newsletters

http://nourishingafrica.com/funding

We have commenced a ‘COVID-19 and Agrifood
Businesses in Africa’ Newsletter

We started a distinct weekly newsletter that features agri-food
actors across Africa, towards chronicling the impacts of the
pandemic on their activities. The newsletter will also spotlight
emerging stakeholder initiatives to support the sector at this critical
time toward:
•

Generating awareness to prompt ecosystem stakeholders to
provide required support for agri-food businesses that are
negatively impacted

•

Motivating other entrepreneurs through the stories of resilience
shared by businesses that have managed to remain in
operations while adhering to the required health safety
standards in this period

•

Ensuring that COVID-19 does not lead to a food crisis on the
continent

We are launching an ‘Ask an Expert’ Feature on our Membership Portal

Through our engagement with a wide network of
agripreneurs, we have identified the need to create a
platform that allows entrepreneurs to ask specific
questions tailored to their business.
We have created the 'Ask An Expert’ feature on our
membership platform for this purpose.
Each week, we will invite a different expert in various
fields including marketing, finance, seed systems and
input, sustainability, and logistics and distribution, etc.
to answer questions directly from entrepreneurs

Online Programs and Podcasts
Nourishing Africa publishes relevant online courses and podcasts and vlogs that entrepreneurs can leverage to build skills for themselves
and their staff
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Data, Technology & Innovation
Nourishing Africa publishes the latest findings, research publications, technology and innovations in the agriculture sector across the
continent

http://nourishingafrica.com/report

http://www.nourishingafrica.com/tech-innovation

Opportunities to Showcase Businesses and Find Talent
The Entrepreneurs page showcases the interventions of agri-food entrepreneurs while a dedicated Jobs page allows them to post
openings at their enterprises

3
https://nourishingafrica.com/entrepreneurs/

http://nourishingafrica.com/job-openings

What have we learned so far?
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Critical Issues that Entrepreneurs are Facing
• How can we sustain our business operations?
• Cash flow management
• Ability to pay staff salaries during lock-downs

• Health & safety
• Opportunities to leverage innovation and technology to sustain/revive
operations during the COVID-19 pandemic?

• Opportunities to create digital pathways to connect farmers with inputs
and processors with raw materials?

• Opportunities to continue to build personal and staff capacity?
• Supply chain management
• Cost management

• Opportunities to renegotiate rents, lease and loan payments?
• What resources and opportunities are available for support? How can these
resources be leveraged?

• Opportunities to create social value and community impact in the face of the
ongoing crisis?

• Opportunities to rebuild and strengthen business models to avoid future shocks?

50% of
entrepreneurs
have shut down
their operations
temporarily,
with significant
fears around
business
continuity

Urgent Need for New Business Models
Demand
Driven with
Measurable
Value Addition
Adapts to
Climate
Change; Agile;
Mitigates
Risks and
Shocks

•

Enhanced price sensitivity: Price
points for nutritious products must
be under $0.50 per person, per
meal

•

Technology & data are more critical
than ever before

•

Agility, & resilience to shocks have
to built into the DNA

•

Entrepreneurs must actively shape
their ecosystems

Leverage
Technology,
Data &
Innovation

Simple,
Compelling
Branding

Shapes the
Ecosystem

Cost Efficient
& Dynamic
Systems
Structures
Source: African Entrepreneurs Nourishing the World; Do not reproduce without permission from Ndidi Nwuneli

Interventions for stakeholders to consider: Insights from webinars, podcasts and entrepreneur
feedback
Development and
financing organizations

Governments

•
•

Build cohesive and resilient ecosystems

•

Support farm clusters, industry associations,
aggregators, transporters and retailers to ensure
movement of products

•

• Design and fund training programmes that respond to

production, processing and market access challenges for
SMEs

Offer smart subsidies and de-risking tools to agrifood
SMEs

Develop rescue funds and reduce taxes on key
commodities

•

Form strong local structures, create local value
chains and local markets

•

Implement financial, economic and social measures
to reduce effects on agrifood SMEs

•

Provide grants for businesses that need to pivot their
business models

•

Develop alternative strategies leveraging innovation
and technology to ensure food security

•

Increase investment in research and development

Interventions for stakeholders to consider: Insights from webinars, podcasts and entrepreneur
feedback
Private Sector

Individuals

•

Ensure financial inclusion for farmers and SMEs that
they work with

•

•

Provide business advisory services to help SMEs pivot
their business models

• Support SMEs that leverage innovation and technology

•

Build a workforce that can support a rebuilding and
retooling process

•

Ensure productivity, efficiency, and increased
adoption of best practices in service delivery to SMEs

Addressing food waste in homes

• Buy locally made products

•

Advocate, counsel and mentor

Nourishing Africa plans to support SMEs to rebuild and strengthen their
businesses
Leveraging on ICT, data and innovation, Nourishing Africa has developed a 4-step program aimed at
directly supporting private sector agriculture and food MSMEs with capabilities for the scaling up of their
operations by providing a holistic business support program.

Online Business Resilience Diagnostic Toolkit
Training and Coaching for Building Resilient Businesses

Small Grant Intervention for Scalable MSMEs
Impact Measurement & On-going Support

Opportunities for Collaboration with Nourishing Africa
• Collaborate on support programs for agrifood entrepreneurs
• Serve as a champion and advocate

• Connect potential entrepreneurs, funders and partners to Nourishing Africa
• Serve as a knowledge partner
• Engage Nourishing Africa to co-host/participate in relevant initiatives, events and convenings
• Partner on a Webinar or Podcast
• Serve/feature as an industry expert on Nourishing Africa programs

We look forward to partnering with you

THANK YOU

34a, Fola Osibo Road, Lekki
Phase 1, Lagos, Nigeria.
+2347056529648,
+2347056529693
Info@sahelcp.com
www.sahelcp.com
sahelconsulting

